Project Management Rehearsals

Game changing accelerated learning
Developing the capability to manage high risk projects
Based on Research

• WTRI principals well known researchers of Accelerating Expertise

• Five years of research revealed that repetitively rehearsing difficult projects without easy answers developed skill years earlier than other kinds of on the job experience.

• National Science Foundation funded research to build the approach into a virtual world application.
Walk through of an example

Proteum Ink is a printer business on the verge of obsolescence. Can a project to help them re-invent their value with new applications of their products help them meet their growth goals?
Modifying and dressing your avatar
Practice room and orientation to world
The user can click on the world icon to see the company website, which describes the project and includes all internal documents.
User leaves practice room and arrives at the airport.
User can explore locations by walking around
Clicking on the cab will show locations available
Numerous tools, such as emails, forms, voicemail and budget tools.
Our primary competitor has decided to go with the exact same strategy as Premium Ink subscription pricing on ink with IoT enabled printers. Analysts anticipate that they will get to market a month earlier than we are. This means we have to roll out the new ERP system a month earlier. Ambiguities remain as to how this will impact pricing, but it is likely to drive prices down and take up to 10% market share from us. We cannot let them beat us to market. As such, we must complete the implementation of the new ERP system in all Centers by the end of Month 15 instead of Month 16. I know this puts additional pressure on the project, but it could also be a big opportunity. Please weigh the options and then review and revise the roll-out schedule accordingly.
Checking requirements in the factory
Walking to an appointment
Large city holds several companies
Offices are in buildings; cabs drive to all locations
Embedded metrics
Meetings with stakeholders to review progress
Variety of environments